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Life mad
Phil ips Respironics SimplyGo portable oxygen concentrator - simply
changes your patient's life

PHITIPS

RESPIRONICS
s*r lse arr,# simpl iei ty



SimplyGo, the freedom
your patients deserve!
A short shopping spree, a museum visit, a pleasant weekend, or a well deserved holiday

with SimplyGo your oxygen-therapy patients may enjoy it all. Lightweight, and durable, delivered

with a handy carrying case and a cart with easy-to-go wheels, SimplyGo is always ready for a stroll.

Its accessory case keeps everything on hand, for all occasions.

SimplyGo is Philips first oxygen concentrator that offers the benefits of

a continuous flow mode in a lightweight, easy-to-carry design of 4.5 l1g.

No need to compromise between an effective oxygen therapy output

for your patients and the usual weight of the device. SimplyGo offers a

solution that fulfills the needs of most of your oxygen-therapy patients.

With SimplyGo, patients have the flexibility to be away for the day,

for work, for a weekend or a long holiday.

Three oxygen-delivery modes are available to fit most

patients'needs:

Pulse mode :_fli

SimplyGo detects

breath intake and

delivers the necessary

volume of oxygen.

At home, the EverFlo stationary concentrator is the ideal

solution to complement the SimplyGo ambulatory device

for patients requiring home oxygen therapy

Since SimplyGo and EverFlo use non-delivery technology,

they eliminate the inconvenience of recurrent oxygen

deliveries and can help improve patients'

independence and quality of life..

*Portable oxygen increases the daily duration of oxygen therapy in patients

with COPD and improves the quality of life of the most compliant patients.

Vergeret et al. Eur RespirJ 1989;2:20-25

Continuous flow 
S

Continuous oxygen

delivery from 0.5 to

2LPM.

Sleep mode it
Pulse mode has an

increased trigger

sensitivity for use

during sleep. SimplyGo

switches automatically

to 2LPM Continuous flow

if no breath intake

is detected.

With oxygen always on hand, your patients have the freedom to go anywhere, anytime.



SimplyGo at-a-glance

Simple-to-select oxygen delivery mode

Simple-to-use touch-pad interface

Lightweight - 4.5 kg

The only l ightweight device able to deliver both, pulse and

continuous oxygen flow.

Simple-to-carry anywhere, anytime!

Si m ple-to-replace/remove

recheargable battery.

See product specifications table

for more information about

battery life.

SimplyGo sturdy cart with
laroe r,rrheels lor e:sv strol l

Humidif ier pouch

SimplyGo, ready for a stroll!
All your patient needs
in one SimplyGo
accessory bag

Airl ine power supply



SimplyGo relrabil i ty and
maintenance made simple!
COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) patients are dependent on oxygen therapy

equipment that they need for many hours* a day SimplyGo offers the independence and freedom

patients want in a durable design that can resistthe bumps and bruises of daily activities while

providing an effective therapy.

Bu ilt-in reliabil i ty
SimplyGo strives to set a new standard in portable

concentrators' rel iabr I ity

SimplyGo has been designed, built, and rigorously tested to

withstand the stress of everyday life when following patients

anytime, anywhere.

During development, SimplyGo was subjected to extreme conditions

including impact, vibrations, and temperature extremes to test reliable

per{ormance day-in and day-out.

With 15000 hours of compressor lifetime, its per{ormance

is trustworthy.

This may mean fewer callbacks for you and fewer frustrations

for your patients due to accidental damage.

You can count on SimolvGo.

Yaintenance made simple!
SimplyGo makes it easy for providers, as it requires virtually

no preventive or patient maintenance.

SimplyGo is flexible:
. Make a choice between two-, three-, or five-year warranty.

Pick the plan that's best for your service.

. SimplyGo's easily accessible parts and comprehensive service tools

al low your technicians to service the device in-house instead

of returning it to the manufacturer.

Notes
*Clinical guidelines recommend that COPD patients should use oxygen therapy for at least'15 hours per

day to have positive effecE on their long term survival and their qualq/ of life Therefore these Patients

require oxygen at home (sbtronary oxygen rheEpy) and outside (ambulatory orygen therapy)



Si m plyGo specifications

Oxygen concentrationl

Flow settings

Pulse-mode bolus size

Continuous-f low mode

Night mode

Sound level

Alarms

Dimensions

Weight

Power consumption

Operational temperature

Relative humidity

Alt i tude

1=12m| 4=48m!
2=24m| 5=60m|
3 = 36 ml 6=72m1

0.5 LPM - 1 LPM - 1.5 LPM - 2 LPM

Variable pulse volumes based on breath rate, to maintain a constant minute volume per setting:
1=250 ml/min l2 = 500 ml/min |  3 = 750 ml/min l4 = 1000 ml/min |  5 = 1250 ml/min l6 = 1500 ml/min

43dB (nominal) at pulse setting 2

Low oxygen purity (<83%) | No breath I High breath rate I No flow I
Low battery I Depleted battery I System technical fault I
29.2 cm x 25.4 cm x 15.2 cm |  11.5 in x 10 in x 6 in

4.5 l1g | 10 lbs with battery installed

150W while charging 120W while not charging

5' to 40'C | 41" to 1Q4"F

15 to 95%

Up to 3048 m | 10000 ft

3h42 3h30 3h06 2h42 2h18 th54'l battery

2 batteries

3 batteries

4 batteries

Charging time

SimplyGo two-year total warranty

SimplyGo three-year total warranty

SimplyGo five-year total warranty

3h06 2h18 0h42

6h12 4h36 t  h24

th18 6h54 2h06

12h24 t  h ' , lz  2h 48

lBased on an atmospher ic pressure of147 psa (101 kPa) at) I 'Cl70"F

'/Based on 20 breaths per minute

Ordering information
Includes: SimplyGo portable oxygen concentrator, carrying case, mobile cart,

one rechargeable Lithium ion battery, DC and AC power cords, accessory case and user manual

Carry cart

SimplyGo carrying case

Lithium ion battery

Power cord (Standard Europe)

External battery charger (European plug)

External battery charger (UK/lreland plug)

Accessory case

AC supply

DC car charger

DC air l ine cord

Humidif ier pouch

Humidif i  er connectint tube

7h24 7h00 6h12 sh24 4h74 3h18

11 h06 10h30 th18 th06 6h54 sh42

14h48 14h00 12h24 10h48 th12 7h36

2 - 3 hours I batrery from fully discharged

1 069058

1074885

1082663

1082662

1082665

900-1 1 8

900-119

1 083696

1082661

1083692

1 083693

1 083699

1039642

1097623

1097577

1097778


